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Abstract 
 

Thailand is the biggest manufacturer of trucks and cars outside of Japan and China in Asia. Many had reported that "smart" technology 

especially that which leads towards driverless or autonomous vehicles will be the most important single development that will affect the 

automobile industry both domestically and globally.  Hence this research is therefore on the readiness of Thai car owners to adopt the 

new technology and the intention to purchase a smart car in the near future. Specifically, it is a case study on the influential factors af-

fecting the intent to purchase a smart car by owners of a top Japanese brand in Bangkok. A questionnaire survey was conducted on 385 

existing car owners of the Japanese brand under consideration in metropolitan areas of Bangkok and the data returned analyzed by multi-

ple linear regression. The outcome of the research pointed towards „Self-identity” and „Emotional connection‟ as the most influential 

factors towards the intent to purchase a smart car. 
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1. Introduction 

Smart Cars, Autonomous Cars, Self-Driving Cars and Driver less 

Cars are the automobiles that have cutting edge functions such as 

self-driving and have the ability to drive itself without any control 

by the driver [1]. 

When we take a close look at the road accident statistics globally, 

more than 1.25 million people lose their life from road accident 

every year [2]. In Thailand alone, more than 19,000 people lose 

their life yearly. This high number lead Thailand to be the world‟s 

second largest number of people‟s death from road accident [3]. 

Meanwhile, [4] has proposed that smart cars technologies can 

reduce the road accident by 90% which it will save millions lives 

of people worldwide. 

In terms of the contribution of automotive sectors toward Thai-

land‟s economy. Thailand is the world‟s sixth largest automotive 

manufacturer by producing more than one million automobiles 

which represents 12% of the country‟s GDP [5]. This is because to 

produce one car it is requires more than 30,000 parts [6]. There-

fore, the supply chain of automobiles creates tremendous em-

ployment and great contribution to the microeconomy and macro-

economy of Thailand. 

Currently, in Thai Automotive Market. There are more than 60 

brands of cars of which 75% of market share are made by Japa-

nese automotive manufacturers. Furthermore, [4] mentioned that, 

in the year 2050 the smart car will be “The primary means of 

transport.” As a consequence, Smart Car technologies will play an 

important role in the future of automotive sector of Thailand. 

2. Literature Review  

Attributes: are the character, quality as well as features of the 

products [7].  For the automotive industry, the attributes of the 

cars are its design and its characters that are different from its 

competitors, the quality of the material built and the other func-

tions that are equipped with the cars such as safety functions, 

technological functions. [8] have proposed that different people 

have different preference, needs and wants. So, the firm should 

know their points of parity and points of difference based on the 

attributes of the products. Successfully delivering what the cus-

tomer wants and needs will shape the competitive advantage and 

will drive the sales of product, enhance repurchase and brand loy-

alty. Such points of difference may create the competitive ad-

vantage for the brand that competitors cannot perform or features 

that competitors cannot easily match, [9]. The previous research of 

[10] on high involvement and low involvement products stated 

that the automobile which is a high involvement product because 

when the customer has some purchase decision upon the choice of 

the cars brand and models, they select cars that have function, 

quality, and design, features that match their taste, perception and 

lifestyle. The automobile manufacturer that had created such 

products which integrate function which match customer expecta-

tion, can increase customer awareness. Automotive brands can 

convey symbolic statement which customer can be seen easily 

perceive. Moreover, [10] also mentioned that the well-known 

brand automaker can create a life-like style of its car appealing to 

personalities of the owners. [11] state that to understand the com-

petitive forces, it is important that the marketers should understand 

the hierarchy of attributes that affect customer purchasing decision 

process. By understanding the factors that affect the decision-

making process as well as the product attribute preferred by the 

customer. The company can persuade the customer and facilitate 

the customer decision-making process brand preference. 

- Emotional Connection: Since the response of consumers is not 

always cognitive and logical the influential role of emotion in 

consumer behavior states that emotion plays a vital role in the 

decision-making process, because it creates a preference which 

leads to the decision making. Thus, when customers are evaluating 
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brands, most people use emotion such as one‟s own experience 

and personal feelings as a substitute for facts or features. Some 

customer response comes from emotional rather than logical feel-

ing. For example, happy, sad, accomplishment, excitement can 

play a decisive role a result, when the company successfully cre-

ates those feelings and delivers them to the customer, it can per-

suade the customer and lead to a purchase decision, [12]. In these 

terms, the company or brands may create the feeling in order to 

initiate the emotion that they want their customers to feel such as 

feeling of, importance, pride, confidence as well as excitement. 

Many well-known brands use these techniques to create such feel-

ings to in their customers [11]. Emotional significant appeals have 

increased among marketers of various automotive brands, on prac-

tical and impartial side of the brand in creating feelings of nostal-

gia. The brand that has been equipped with the emotional stories 

encourages people to pass their story of the brand to other people 

by word of mouth and other forms of sharing [13]. Moreover, 

emotional connection sometimes has a big impact on purchase 

decision, in some cases emotion have more power than cognitive 

thinking process of customers. 

Brand Image: “Brand” is a name, design, symbol, sign, term [14] 

these attributes can be used to describe the brand separately or can 

be used as a combination. The intention of using the brand is to 

describe and differentiate one company and its competitors or it 

products or services. Towards the customer, the role of brand is to 

deliver the positive experience that meets or exceeds customer 

expectations. Brand is a vital tool, since the customer can view the 

identical products with different brands differently. Customer may 

have the perception on brand based on the past experience of us-

ing the brand or the marketing program of each brand, [15]. In 

addition, brand image is the belief and perception that customers 

have towards the brand by its properties toward the products or 

service and which are extrinsic. It also includes the way that the 

brand is used to meet customers psychological and social needs. 

Thus, a brand equity driver [8]. Moreover, [16] highlight the im-

portance of the brand images on purchase intention. Having a 

positive brand image, can enhance the customers purchase inten-

tion. [8] have proposed “The associative network memory model” 

where the memory of human brain as a connection between nodes. 

Each node will serve and cache the data as well. As concept and 

connect the information between nodes in every type of infor-

mation whether is contextual, abstract or verbal. By the concept of 

the associative network memory model it can be linked to brand 

image. Where brand image is the perception of customers towards 

the brands. Those perceptions that are stored are linked by brand 

association and other kinds of information that having connection 

with brain nodes that convey the brand meaning on each customer 

whether it is on the characteristic of the products, marketers can 

use that kind of information to generate the set of associations 

which will vary and will depend on customers and segment, [17]. 

The research of [18] has shown that brand image is linked with the 

products. Good brand image will result in better brand loyalty and 

enhance purchase intentions.  

Brand Awareness:  is the possibility that the customer can recog-

nize, recall, and remember the brand and the firm Investopedia 

[19]. For promoting the new products, building brand awareness is 

most important because it enhances the different image of one 

company‟s products and services to its competitors. The company 

that successfully builds brand awareness upon its competitors will 

result in high sales and protecting its market share. Presently, there 

are many ways to build brand awareness, for example, traditional 

advertising, sponsorship, tie in the product, product placement and 

social media, [19]. Moreover, [8] suggested in their Customer 

Based Brand Equity (CBBE) model. that to strengthen loyalty the 

company must use marketing communication activities by estab-

lishing brand awareness by creating positive brand image in the 

customer memories. As [19] has proposed in his book of “Strate-

gic Brand Management” on how to build the power brand. The 

Keller‟s Brand Equity model ideas is that in order to build a robust 

brand awareness, it is important that the marketers are knowing 

how the customer thinks and feels of the product. To be successful 

of building the robust brand, the company should deliver the legit-

imate types of experience upon the products [19]. Also, [20] has 

introduced customer centric management framework. A frame-

work that investigates the reasons that drive the customer, and the 

most important customer values which can divide into 4a: Aware-

ness, Accessibility, Affordability and Acceptability.  By taking a 

close looking towards awareness, we can see that it is the point or 

boundaries where the customer is facing up with the characteristic 

of the products and being invited to try or becoming exposed to 

the product. At this stage the customer will be convince of the use 

of products or repurchase the products. Brand awareness and 

product knowledge can be created effectively by advertising and 

reach potential customers. [21], have stated that by building brand 

awareness, it will cherish the ability of the customer to remember 

recall, and recognition of the brand, which will enhance purchas-

ing decision. In addition, it is much easier to build recognition of 

the brand rather than recall. Furthermore, brand awareness also 

creates groundwork for brand equity in the future. 

Accessibility: [22], defined accessibility as the degree that the 

customer can simply reach or entered. Applying to automotive 

industry, accessibility is when the customer can easily reach with 

the cars dealers and service center. [8], have proposed the idea of 

Marketing Funnel theory that, in order to build a successful mar-

keting of the products, marketers should become expert in distri-

bution channels such as outlet, internet and should gain accessible 

to type of media that can reach the target segments through vari-

ous kind of distribution channel. [23] have mentioned the im-

portance of accessibility since the car purchasing decision is a 

high involvement process, the majority of purchasers make their 

car buying decision on the showroom floor. The study of [24] 

have shown that the car selling process is quite traditional in the 

past century in which it requires advanced level of personal inter-

action. Through research many automobile manufacturer, has 

uncover many sales persons on each car dealership to drive up its 

sales process. Hence, [24] also support the importance of sales 

person on the decision-making process by states that the physical 

facilities of the showrooms equipped with sales people in diving 

purchase decision and sales force of cars. Moreover, many auto-

motive manufacturers have improved the accessibility by using 

electronic brochure band electronic product presentation in order 

to stimulate sales [25]. 

Price is one of the key influence on product evaluation and pur-

chase decision, many companies employ pricing tactics in order to 

use pricing to gain market share and customer base. On the con-

sumer psychology and pricing perspective, [8] mentioned about 

consumer pricing process that the customer usually processes the 

information about the price based on previous buying experience. 

In addition, customers have their perceived priced in their minds 

what will reflect the current price point it should be. However, the 

perceived price of customers may be different from the price that 

has been setup by the companies. For example, if the current price 

is lower than the customer perceived price. Customer may have 

viewed product as low-quality products or poor-quality produce. 

However, if the products are price higher than perceived price by 

customers. It may make customers feels that products are expen-

sive and do not worth to buy [26]. From this reason, pricing is one 

of the most important factors due to its abilities to influence pur-

chasing decision of the customer. Moreover, it is quite essential 

for company to know whether the price sensitivity and price elas-

ticity of the target customer [27]. Since the objective of the seller 

is to charge the highest price in order to gain the highest revenues 

and profit possible. But, if the price is charge higher than the per-

ceive price, the product could not be sold. To understand this, it is 

recommending by experts to understand customer willingness to 

pay. The research of [28] in Thailand has states that price is one of 

be the main factors that influences purchasing decision. Further-

more, the research has shown that Japanese cars can sold well in 

Thailand because of their price which is affordable. 
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Self Identity: [29], have proposed the research about the social 

influencers. The authors have mentioned about social identity 

theory that our global society has various categories of social and 

social group. At the same time individuals may be in more than 

one social group. For example, the well grown man can have their 

role to be the father at home but at the same time this man can be a 

role of the employees at the company. In the social category, it 

will contain the element that comes from the culture, norms and 

the social group as well as the society. Moreover, Social identity is 

the feeling of belonging that he or she is in the social group. 

Hence, it also be the part of self-concept.  On applying with con-

sumer behavior concept, the customers are often preferring the 

brands that has reflected the features of their social identity, [30]. 

Furthermore, the brand can create customer satisfaction and cus-

tomer preference when it is accomplishing to deliver the person-

ality traits of customer [31]. The further theory of Self-Identity 

marketing by connecting the brand with the identity also supports 

this argument by stating that customer may have several identities 

in the society and often prefers the brand that is accomplished to 

deliver the attributes that links to their identity [32]. With the re-

search from the scholar like [33], also claim that the individual 

characteristic of the car purchaser is also having effect on car pur-

chasing decision and the model of the cars that the buyers will 

choose. On the other hand, if the identity of the products is being 

match with the customer self-identity it will results in higher satis-

faction [10].     

3. Research Framework and Methodology 

Based on the prior literature review that has been discuss earlier. 

The researcher has come up with seven independent variable 

which are consists of Attributes, Emotional Connections, Brand 

Image, Brand Awareness, Accessibility, Price and Self Identity 

towards one dependent variable which is Purchasing Decision 

toward ABC‟s smart automobiles.  

 
Fig. 1: Conceptual Framework 

 

Adapted From: Narteh, B., Odoom, R., Braimah, M., & Buame, S. 

(2012). Key drivers of automobile brand choice in sub-Saharan 

Africa: the case of Ghana. Journal of Product & Brand Manage-

ment, 21(7), 516-528. 

 

This conceptual framework lead to the following seven hypothe-

ses.  

H1:  Attributes effects purchasing decision of ABC’s smart auto-

mobiles. 

H2: Emotional Connections have an effect purchasing decision of 

ABC’s smart automobiles. 

H3: Brand Image effects purchasing decision of ABC’s smart 

automobiles. 

H4: Brand Awareness effects purchasing decision of ABC’s smart 

automobiles. 

H5:  Accessibility effects purchasing decision of ABC’s smart 

automobiles. 

H6:  Price effects purchasing decision of ABC’s smart automo-

biles. 

H7:  Self-identity effects purchasing decision of ABC’s smart au-

tomobiles. 

3.1. Research Methodology 

The researcher has applied the quantitative approach on this study 

by distributing 385 both physical and online questionnaire as the 

data collection method. Moreover, the target population are Cur-

rent ABC cars owners who is aged more than 18 years old and 

using their cars in Bangkok Metropolis, Thailand. Meanwhile, the 

sampling methods that were chosen are Convenience sampling 

and Judgmental (Purposive) Sampling. On the statistical, the re-

searcher used both descriptive statistics and inferential statistics. 

On the descriptive statistics percentage, mean and standard devia-

tion are being used. On the inferential statistics. The researcher 

has applied Multiple Regression (MLR). In addition, the statistical 

analysis software that are being used is PSPP. 

The research questionnaire can be divided into four major parts. 

Part1: The purpose is to screening the respondent to ensure that 

the researcher can get the information from the right target re-

spondents which is the dichotomous question. Part 2: Is to gather 

the demographic information of the respondents. The level of 

measurement on this part will be used is ordinal and nominal 

scale. Part 3: is to investigate the ABC‟s car owner perception of 

Attributes, Emotional Connections, Brand Image, Brand Aware-

ness, Accessibility, Price and Self-Identity toward ABC‟s Smart 

automotive purchasing decision. Thus, the researcher has designed 

5-point Likert scale questionnaire in which the respondents will be 

asked to indicate their level of agreement with a given statement 

by form of an interval scale. Part 4:  The purpose is to investigate 

by asking the current ABC cars owner in cases that if ABC 

launches the new smart cars to the Thai market, what will be the 

level of their decision making. As the results, the researcher has 

designed 5-point Likert scale questionnaire in which the respond-

ents will be asked to indicate their level of agreement with a given 

statement by the use of interval scale.  

4. Results and Discussion  

Descriptive Analysis 

From the total of 385 respondents, On the perspective of the time 

frame that the smart car technology will be available in Thai mar-

ket. Majority of people or 44.16% are having an idea that smart 

cars will be available in Thailand market in 5 years or more. 

Moreover, 23.64% of the respondents think that it will come to 

Thailand automotive markets within 4 years. However, 22.60% of 

the respondents think that it will takes three years. On the least 

group of people 9.61% thinking that it will takes two years for 

smart cars to come and sell in Thailand automotive market. 

 
Table 1: Model Summary 

 

Table 2: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

 

Table 3: Coefficients 

 
 

On the inferential statistics, towards seven hypotheses testing, the 

researcher has applied Multiple Regression (MLR) in the PSPP 

application. And the outcome would be that there are two alterna-

tive hypotheses that were significance on 95% confidence interval 

which are composed of Emotional Connection and Self Identity 
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which both shown their level of significance of (.000). This means 

that Emotional Connections have an effect purchasing decision of 

ABC‟s smart automobiles. And also, Self-identity effects purchas-

ing decision of ABC‟s smart automobiles. Self-Identity shows the 

highest level of affects towards the purchasing decision by having 

the Standardized Coefficient β of .39 followed by Emotional Con-

nection that are having the Standardized Coefficient β of .23.  

 

 
Figure 2: Regression Equation 

5. Conclusions, Recommendations and Further 

Studies 

5.1. Conclusions 

The researcher has found the factors that influence purchasing 

decision of ABC‟s smart cars. Self-Identity shows the highest 

level of affect to the purchasing decision of ABC smart cars. 

Therefore, the theory of social identity states that it will happen 

when people have a feeling or sense of belonging in the group. 

The consequence is that the buyer is aiming to buy the smart cars 

that reflect their personal identity and social status. Therefore, 

ABC needs to research & development, design, manufactured, 

marketing the products that will be related to the self-identity of 

their target customers. Because the buyers have the ability to make 

the decision by themselves. Secondly, on the Emotional Connec-

tion. Based on the theory of influential role of emotion in consum-

er behavior. It states that, emotion is playing an important role in 

the decision-making process. So, If the company seeks to create 

the positive feeling on its advertisement, it can influence the buy-

ing decision of the smart cars. Hence, ABC should adapt their 

marketing strategies to be emotion based and Use emotion in order 

to convince the people to buy Smart cars. 

5.2. Recommendations 

Firstly, since the Adjusted R square is equal to .30, it means that 

30% of the variation in purchasing decision of ABC‟s smart au-

tomobiles can be explained by emotional connection and self-

identity, therefore there are plenty of others factors that have ef-

fect on smart cars purchasing decision. So, it would be beneficial 

for the following research to investigate other factors that having 

effect on ABC‟s smart cars purchasing decision. 

Secondly, based on this research, the researcher has applied Con-

venience sampling and Judgmental (Purposive) Sampling meth-

ods. As the results, target population is not having the equal 

chance of being selected. Consequently, the researcher suggested 

that for further research to use Simple Random Sampling methods 

by reason of the target population will have the equal chance of 

being selected. 

Thirdly, this study is carried out in Bangkok and Metropolitan 

area. As a consequence, it cannot reflect Thailand as a whole. So, 

it would be beneficial if the next research will use Thailand as a 

whole on the area of study, in order to understand the whole pic-

ture of smart automotive sectors of Thailand. 

 

5.3.   Further Studies 
 

Research on Self-identity and Emotional connection: in order to 

have a very deep understanding of those two variable that are 

significance, as the topic in the study for the automobile stake-

holders. Hence, for the one who are the stakeholder of smart cars 

or cars enthusiast can understand the model of marketing in order 

to convey the right messages to the right audience on the target 

market. 

Research on Electronic Vehicles (E.V.).: Smart car technology can 

be make available on different platform. It can be used incorporate 

with Internal combustion engine vehicles, Hybrid vehicles, Elec-

tric vehicles, and etc. Many well-known company has manufac-

tured their smart cars in the format that uses electric motor as their 

source of power. This is because in the future, some government 

will not allow the vehicles that have internal combustion engine to 

maneuver in the cities due to high carbon-dioxide emission, air 

and sound pollution. In which the Electric Vehicles will require 

the car company and related stakeholders to build a new public 

infrastructure such as charging station. Thus, it may have high 

initial investment cost in the beginning. Today this type of cars 

and technology can be seen on the road in the developed countries. 

With the new electric vehicles technologies, there are more num-

ber of gas station that supplies electric charging for electric vehi-

cle and the number of charging station keep on increasingly. In 

which will generate the new business model of automotive manu-

facturer and its stakeholder. 

Research on other smart technologies (Ex Smart home and smart 

city): With the era of the internet of things, there are more and 

more device that can connect to the internet and worked as the 

integrated system. Smart car alone is the one of the smart technol-

ogies that are available to making life easier. With other smart 

technologies such as city, smart home and etc. Also, (McKinsey & 

Company, 2015) has proposed that Smart cars technologies in 

terms of software and artificial intelligence can be shared with 

other smart technology. As the new results, the new finding in the 

related technologies will help creating bigger picture and under-

standing of the new disruptive technologies. 
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